Research findings over the last 10 years reveal the following:

- The total area burned annually by wildfire in the United States has increased since the 1980s. Nine of the 10 years with the most acreage burned have occurred since 2000, including the peak year of 2015. While there is a trend of increasing acreage burned, there is no clear trend in wildfire frequency.

- Since the 1980s, the number and size of large (>1,000 acres) wildfires and the total area burned in the western United States has increased. These trends are found in most, but not all, western U.S. ecoregions and states, including Oregon. Across the West, fire seasons have started earlier and lasted longer during the year.

- Very large fires (also called “megafires”) represent a small number of the total fires but comprise the majority of the area burned. For example, from 1970 to 2002 on U.S. Forest Service lands, 1.1 percent of all fires burned 97.5 percent of total area. During this same period, firefighters successfully extinguished 97 to 99 percent of all wildfires on Forest Service lands while they were still small (<300 acres).

- Trends in fire severity vary by region, vegetation type, and historic fire regime (the spatial pattern, intensity, and frequency of occurrence in which fires naturally occur over time in a particular region). For example, in moist forests of the Pacific Northwest and the northern Rockies, the percentage of high-severity fire does not appear to be increasing. In these forests, fire is primarily climate-driven and there is no uncharacteristic buildup of fuels due to fire exclusion. In contrast, in dry forests in parts of the Southwest and in the Sierra Nevada, there is evidence that an increasing percentage of forests are burning at high severity. Historically, frequent fire limited fuel buildup in these forests, but decades of fire exclusion (and in some areas, poor management) have resulted in large fuel accumulations. Widespread and intense drought stress also has increased tree mortality in some dry forests, leading to higher dead fuel loads and drier surface conditions.

- In the Pacific Northwest, the proportion of fire burning at any severity level does not appear to have changed from 1985 to 2010. During this period, wildfires in...
both moist and dry forests have typically included a mix of low-, moderate-, and high-severity fire. In moist forests that historically experienced high-severity fire, high-severity fire accounted for about 45 percent of the acres burned in the 1985–2010 period, with most of the high-severity fire occurring in patches of over 250 acres. In dry forests that historically experienced low- and moderate-severity fire, these severity levels accounted for roughly 75 percent of the acres burned during the 1985–2010 period. However, the proportion of high-severity fire, about 25 percent, and the size of high-severity patches were greater than would be expected in a low-severity fire regime, suggesting that dry forests have departed from historical patterns of burn severity.

Summary

Wildfires have increased in size in most Western forests since the 1980s, and much of this increase is associated with a warmer, drier climate. In moist forests, there is no apparent trend in the proportion of high-severity fire. In some dry forests where fires have historically been fuel-limited, there is evidence that both the percentage and average patch size of high-severity fire is increasing. Climate projections suggest that these trends will likely accelerate in the near future.
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